
PB-Link App



PB-Link App - Features

� Real-time weight and weight stability status display

� Battery level indicator

� Scale Zero and Tare Settings

� Barcode scanning using camera

� Provides field name and memo input field

� Supports weighing information barcode printer output

� Weighing information storage

� Weighing history inquiry (weighing date filter)

� Send weighing history inquiry result email

� Trend analysis through weighing history statistics and graphs



PB-Link App - Spec

Specification

OS Android (not available for iOS)

Interlocking 

method

More than Bluetooth 4.0 

Scale PB

Barcode Printer Bluetooth Printer



PB-Link App - Measuring screen

Initialization of the product name, 

memo, and barcode fields
Product name and additional 

information input fields

Barcode input field

(Keypad handwriting is possible)
Camera launch for barcode 

scanning

Save current weight and 

weighing information

Execute scale zero command

Scale Tare Execution

Execute print command (when setting 

barcode printer)

Scale battery level indicator

(Some products only)

Scale/printer Bluetooth connection 

and status display



PB-Link App - Measuring screen

When weight is stable When weight is unstable



PB-Link App - Measuring screen (Barcode Scan) 

Supports 1D and 2D (QR, Data Matrix) barcode scanning



PB-Link App - Barcode output example

2019/10/16

19:18:20

0.345kg

Beet greens

TSC Alpha-3RB
(Portable bluetooth printer)

Label output example



PB-Link App - Weighing history screen

Send inquiry history by email 

(stored in CSV format)

Display measurement history 

for a selected period

Select period directly

View trend and statistical information in a graph



PB-Link App - Weighing History Statistics Screen

Total weight of the weighing history inquired

Minimum value, maximum value, 

average value display

Displayed weighing period range

Number of weighing cases 

in the weighing period



PB-Link App - Weighing method

1 Check the app launch and scale pairing
2 Enter weighing information 

(if necessary) 3 Barcode scanning (if required)

4 After checking the weight, 

touch the save button5 Label printing and weighing complete

(When label output option is set when saving)



PB-Link App - Testing

Testing


